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Summary Paragraph. Natural product total synthesis enables gain of function through deep-
seated modification of structure.1 Synthetic difficulty can, however, obstruct meaningful 
optimization campaigns. To simplify access, the complexity of the target (TGT) can be lowered—
a strategy described within function-oriented synthesis.2 Alternatively, the chemical space 
immediately surrounding the TGT can be searched for analogs of equal or greater complexity that 
also simplify access.3 This strategy—dynamic retrosynthetic analysis—maintains most 
physicochemical properties of the TGT (locus in chemical space) but opens new synthetic paths 
unavailable to the natural product itself and can provide functional advantage.3,4,14 Here we 
experimentally interrogate these ideas by generation of two parallel series of picrotoxinin (PXN) 
analogs to identify leads with ligand-gated ion channel (LGIC) selectivity. One series derives from 
PXN via semi-synthesis, and the other from 5MePXN via total synthesis. Methylation at C5 
decreases potency against vertebrate ion channels (GABAA receptors) but maintains or increases 
antagonism of homologous invertebrate GABA-gated chloride channels (RDL receptors). Optimal 
5MePXN analogs appear to change the PXN binding pose within GABAARs by disruption of a 
hydrogen bond network. The C5 methyl also stabilizes the scaffold substantially against 
irreversible C15 solvolysis by destabilizing an intermediate twist-boat conformer, which returns 
to 5MePXN instead of progressing to degradant. These discoveries are made possible by the lower 
synthetic burden of 5MePXN and are illuminated by the parallel analog series, which allows 
unambiguous identification of the role of the synthetically simplifying C5 methyl. Rapid access to 
functionally-privileged analogs by TGT point mutation underscores the value of dynamic 
retrosynthetic analysis as a problem-solving heuristic. 

Body. Seeds of Anamerta cocculus have for centuries featured as poisons5 due to their content of 
picrotoxinin (PXN),6 a sesquiterpene that rapidly absorbs, penetrates the brain and potently 
antagonizes GABAA receptors.7 PXN can be isolated with ease as picrotoxin5 (PTX)—a 1:1 
mixture with the less-active congener picrotin (PTN)8—and has become a widespread tool in 
neuroscience to identify and/or ablate GABAergic signaling.9 Mammalian GABAA receptors are 
inhibitory ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs), which form an extensive phylogenetic tree of 
membrane-bound pentameric protein complexes.10 Despite the widespread availability of PXN, no 
semi-synthetic analogs have demonstrated improved properties: selectivity among LGICs or 
stability to degradation.6 PXN is surprisingly unstable. Rapid and irreversible solvolysis occurs 
with 5 mol% sodium methoxide in methanol11 or 1% sulfuric acid in water.12 Reversible solvolysis 
occurs in pH 7–9 water,13a pH 7.4 buffer (half-life ~ 45 minutes) or mouse plasma (half-life ~ 1 h, 
vide infra).13b In each case, the degradation products are weakly active or inactive in vivo.13,7b Total 
synthesis might solve these problems with skeletal changes that stabilize the scaffold and allow 
diversification. However, no syntheses have delivered analogs for assay against LGICs, let alone 
selectivity among LGICs, or stability to solvolysis.  



   
 

   
 

 Recently, we reported a short synthesis of PXN that identified a retrosynthetic methylation 
transform to control stereochemistry and conformation of early intermediates.14 Whereas excision 
of this extra methyl required multiple steps, retention of the methyl allowed a more rapid and 
higher-yielding entry into PXN chemical space (PXN: 13 steps, 0.6% overall vs. 5MePXN: 9 steps, 
8% overall). 5MePXN retained binding to rat GABAA receptors and we wondered if, beyond this 
proof-of-principle, the synthetic platform might provide a means to perturb selectivity among 
LGICs. Here we show that the total synthesis of 5MePXN allows, for the first time, diversification 
of the PXN scaffold, optimization of selectivity between mammalian GABAA and insect RDL 
receptors, and a remarkable stabilization of the PXN scaffold to both strong acid and strong base.  

 
Fig. 1. Overview of this work: target modification to explore functionally privileged chemical space. a, 
Exploration of parallel series to explore the effects of a scaffold uniquely accessible through dynamic retrosynthetic 
analysis / total synthesis. b, C5 methylation increases stability to base and acid, increases yield, decreases required 
steps and increases receptor selectivity. c, Assay against GABAA and RDL receptors, representative of vertebrate (e.g. 
human) and invertebrate (e.g. insect) ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs), respectively. Left: rat GABAA homology 
model from PDB 6X40 template with sequence from R. norvegicus, gold). Right: fly RDL homology model from 
PDB 6X40 template with sequence from D. melanogaster, blue). d, Computational analyses provide models for 
increased stability and selectivity of the 5MePXN series. 
 The 5 rings, 8 stereocenters and 6 oxygens of PXN comprise a Böttcher complexity (Cm) of 
467.61 mcbits packaged into 229 Å3, to give a density of 2.04 mcbits/Å3. Its small volume allows 
PXN to fit into the narrow space near the desensitization gate15 of GABAA receptors (largest pore 
radius ca. 3Å in α1β3γ2L).16 Methylation of C5 maintains the Cm (480.1 mcbits, +3%), the ligand 
volume (247 Å3, +6%) and the information density (1.96 mcbits/Å3, -4%), and appears to access a 
hydrophobic pocket defined by residues L259/ T256 (β3 subunit) and T261 (α1 subunit).16,17 In a 
preliminary screen, we found that 5MePXN competed with [3H]TBOB for binding to rat cerebral 
cortex with an IC50 of 2.1 ± 0.3 μM,18 corresponding to a 10-fold loss in potency from PXN. We 
wondered if this potency loss at mammalian receptors could serve as an advantage if the 5Me 
series bound invertebrate receptors with greater affinity, broadening the selectivity index of PXN 
analogs between mammals and insects.  
     The high oxidation state, lack of modifiable functional groups and complex structure of PXN 
obstructed functionalization in prior studies.6 Moreover, interactions between PXN and GABAA 
receptor in the narrow pore do not allow expansive derivatization of the PXN scaffold: e.g. 
acylation of the C6 hydroxyl or C15 bridge lactone opening ablates binding.6 Thus, we pursued 
analog design that 1) minimized volume and conformational changes using single atom 
replacements,1 2) probed lipophilic modification at C12 to avoid the reported inactivity of PTN 
(see Figure 2) at RDL,25 and 3) explored hydrogen bond network disruption (de-epoxidation, 
hydroxylation or fluorination25). The divergent syntheses of parallel PXN and 5MePXN analogs 
are shown in Figure 2. Diversification of the 5Me series began from late-stage intermediate 7, 2.7 
grams of which were accessed in a single-pass scale up over 6 steps from dimethylcarvone (3) in 
27% overall yield. Oxidation of the  
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Fig. 2. Parallel diversification of PXN and 5MePXN. a, Analogs probe oxygenation and fluorination patterns. b, C5-methylation 
affects reactivity in unexpected ways (see also Figure 3). 

gem-dimethyl motif to the bridging lactone could be carried out in one step (Pb(OAc)4, I2, 31%) 
or two steps (AgOAc, I2, 51%; RuCl3, NaIO4, 79%). The formation of 5-Me-picrotin (11) was 
accomplished in excellent yield (81%) according to our previous synthesis of picrotin (10) using 
Mukaiyama hydration.19,14 12-F PXN 12 and 12F-5MePXN 13 were synthesized through the highly 
effective Boger hydrofluorination (35% and 40% yield, respectively).20 The C12/ C13 
cyclopropane was introduced on picrotoxinin scaffold through Simmons–Smith cyclopropanation 
(CH2I2, Et2Zn) to furnish 14 in modest yield (52%). Under the same conditions, 5MePXN yielded 
the desired product in less than 5% yield, but an alternative procedure was developed using 
CH2ICl,21 which resulted in a 1:3 mixture of cyclopropane 5MePXN 15 and 8,9-deoxy 
cyclopropane-5MePXN (see SI). Fortunately, treatment of this mixture with freshly prepared 
dimethyldioxirane (DMDO) converted 8,9-deoxy-cyclopropane-5MePXN to 15 in 72% yield (two 
steps). Cyclopropanation at C12/13 not only delivered 14 and 15 but also allowed us to prepare 
C4 tert-butyl analogs. Whereas verified GABAAR antagonists like bilobalide, TBPS and TBOB 
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contain a tert-butyl group,22 analogous PXN substitution has not been assayed but the isosteric 
tertiary alcohol PTN (10) significantly reduces binding affinity. Two hydromethylation methods 
were attempted on 1 and 2,23 but only hydrogenation of corresponding cyclopropane (14 and 15) 
with 50 mol% Adam’s catalyst (PtO2) yielded 16 and 17, in 99% and 86% yield, respectively. 
Degradation product 8,9-deoxyPXN (18) was accessed according to Trost’s method (WCl6, n-
BuLi, 45% yield).24 The corresponding 5Me analog was accessed by exposure of 5MeBrPXN 9 to 
samarium diiodide (SmI2) in degassed THF/H2O (20:1, v:v), which led to chemoselective epoxide 
opening without reducing the primary bromide. Elimination (MsCl, Et3N) yielded 8,9-deoxy-5Me-
BrPXN, which was then heated under reductive debromination conditions (Zn, NH4Cl, 95 oC) to 
deliver 19 in 45% yield over three steps. DihydroPXN 20, another natural GABAAR antagonist, 
could be conveniently obtained from PXN through hydrogenation (PtO2, 96% yield); dihydro 5-
methyl-PXN 21 was prepared in a similar manner in quantitative yield.   

 Hydration of the Δ12,13-alkene (PXN to PTN) dramatically reduced binding affinity to GABAA 
receptors6 but not RDL (see below). We wondered whether replacement of one or both C12 and 
C6 hydroxyls with fluorine might disrupt internal hydrogen bonding and, combined with C5 
methylation, differentially affect affinity for LGIC receptors. Advanced synthetic intermediate 
6FPXN 22 was prepared from 1 (65% yield) by reaction with diethylaminosulfur trifluoride 
(DAST),25 and further employed as starting material for the synthesis of analogues 6F-picrotin 24 
and 6F-dihydroPXN 26. In parallel, analogous derivatives of 6F-5MePXN 23 were synthesized in 
41% yield. Cobalt catalyzed Δ12,13-alkene hydration smoothly proceeded on 6F-PXN and 6F-
5MePXN, delivering 24 and 25 in 81% and 88% yield, respectively. Dihydro-congeners 26 and 27 
were prepared as above using PtO2-catalyzed hydrogenation.  
 6,12-DifluoroPXN 28 arose via Boger hydrofluorination (Fe2(ox)3, Selectfluor, NaBH4) in 40% 
yield (accompanying alkene reduction byproduct) but confounded assignment due to an 
unexpected, strong fluorine-fluorine coupling by 19F NMR (JF,F = 31.2 Hz). Correlation to the 5Me 
series was helpful: treatment of 13 with DAST at low temperature followed by weak basic workup 
yielded two crystalline compounds after silica chromatography in 55% and 32% yield (Figure 2b). 
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction of both structures identified the major product as 31, an 
unexpected fragmentation product, and the minor product as 6F,12F-5MePXN (30). The 19F 
coupling constant of 30 was found to be 27.8 Hz, aiding the assignment of 28 via the relationship 
between C6-F and C12-F. The additional C5-methyl group must significantly stabilize the high-
energy, non-classical cation 29, leading to the unexpected reactivity of decarboxylation and 
fluoride capture at C3 or C6. The unexpected stabilizing role of the C5-methyl group heralded 
more remarkable effects in classic solvolytic degradations of PXN. 
 Picrotoxinin undergoes rapid, reversible hydrolysis to lose efficacy upon storage in water 
between pH 7–9 or in mouse plasma.13b We observed the initial (kinetic) site of hydrolysis with 1 
equiv. NaOH to be C11,26 and exposure to excess base led to complex decomposition.27 We 
hypothesized that this latter decomposition derived from irreversible C15 hydrolysis — a "point 
of no return" due to concomitant epoxide opening or cyclohexane relaxation, with no precedent 
for chemical or biochemical reversion. Whereas we had previously observed 5-methyl substitution 
to decrease reversible degradation by halving the pseudo-first order rate constant (D2O, 8.2 pH*),28 
we had not probed the effect of C5 substitution on irreversible degradation. To our surprise, the 
effect of C5 methylation was profound. 
 Warming PXN with 1% H2SO4 (0.18 M, aqueous) led to clean conversion to picrotoxic 
acid (32) in 24 hours via cleavage of the C15 lactone, cyclohexane ring-opening and intramolecular 



   
 

   
 

epoxide addition (Figure 3a, top).6 5MePXN, in contrast, did not react at all under identical 
conditions!  
 Addition of 5 mol% NaOMe to a solution of PXN (1) in d4-methanol at 22 °C led to an 
equimolar mixture of d5-methyl picrotoxate (d5-33) and d9-dimethyl picrotoxinin dicarboxylate (d9-
34) in 6 hours (Figure 3a, bottom). In contrast, we did not observe any consumption of 5MePXN 
under the same conditions (Figure 3b). To ensure an NMR-inactive acidic impurity was not 
consuming the catalytic strong base, we prepared a 1:1 mixture of PXN and 5MePXN and added 
5 mol% NaOMe so that both substrates were exposed to identical conditions: PXN completely 
degraded, whereas 5MePXN completely persisted (Figure 3c and d). Even addition of 2 
equivalents NaOMe had no effect on 5MePXN (Figure 3b and SI), far exceeding the tolerance of 
PXN. Thus, C5 methylation stabilized PXN against buffered basic water hydrolysis, acidic 
hydrolysis and alkaline methanolysis (Figure 3a–d and Ref. 14).  

Fig. 3. Experimental and computational analysis of extreme stability imparted by C5-methylation. a. 
Degradation of 1 using common acidic and basic conditions; b. Attempted degradation of 5MePXN (2) using the same 
conditions; c. In situ 1H NMR monitoring of 1:1 PXN/ 5MePXN in 5% NaOMe/ d4-methanol; d. Competition 
experiments with 1 and 2 using 5% NaOMe in d4-methanol; t = 0 and 6 h, w/ and w/o 2; e. Degradation is also retarded 
in plasma. f. & g. Calculated structures and free energies of transition states and intermediates for base-catalyzed 
methanolysis at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPPD, SMD (H2O)// ωB97X-D/def2-SVP, SMD (H2O) level of theory. 
Interatomic distances are in Å. Dashed curves denote raw calculated values; solid curves denote values with 
translational entropy corrections accounting for concentration gradients (see Supporting Information).  
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Computational models for stability and affinity. The structural basis for resistance to solvolysis 
was probed with density functional theory (DFT) computational models to weigh three competing 
hypotheses: 1) a high barrier to nucleophile addition due to C5Me obstruction of Bürgi-Dunitz29 or 
Heathcock's Flippin-Lodge30 angles; 2) a high barrier to conformational change in methanolysis 
intermediates; or 3) a high barrier to subsequent reaction of the initial methanolysis product (i.e. 
formation of 5Me-33 or 5Me-34). Structures and free energies of transition states and intermediates 
for base-catalyzed methanolysis were calculated at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPPD, SMD (H2O)// 
ωB97X-D/def2-SVP, SMD (H2O) level of theory in Gaussian 16. Comparison of relative energies 
of intermediateas and transition states of PXN (1) and 5MePXN (2) solvolyses suggested that the 
resistance of 2 to methanolysis was unlikely to be caused by kinetic factors (hypotheses #1 and 
#2) and more likely due to thermodynamic factors (Figure 3f and g). Whereas the C15 
methanolysis of 1 to anion B could be reversed, epoxide opening (to C) and C11 lactone opening 
(to D) provide competitive "escape pathways" for B (14.1 kcal/mol barrier to product, 12.8 
kcal/mol barrier to starting material). In contrast, calculated energies of the analogous C5Me 
intermediates reside on a high plateau above 2; reversion to 2 encounters only a 5.9 kcal/mol 
barrier, whereas the "escape pathway" to epoxide-opened product H requires 12.5 kcal/mol and an 
overall 19.7 kcal/mol rate-determining step. The 7.4 kcal/mol difference between the 
intramolecular epoxide opening barriers for picrotoxinin and 5-Me-picrotoxinin roughly translates 
to a 1.6 × 105-fold difference in rate, in good agreement with the experimental observation that 5-
Me-picrotoxinin resists methanolysis.  

 The major steric interactions that raise the 
energies of TS-3 and TS-4 compared to their 
picrotoxinin counterparts are shown in Figure 
4. For the nucleophilic attack TS (TS-3), the 5-
Me substituent clashes directly with the 
incoming oxygen nucleophile (H...O distance 
2.34 Å, or 86% of the sum of the van der Waals 
radii). For both the C15 lactone-opened 
intermediates and the intramolecular epoxide 
opening transition states (TS-4), the free 
energies are raised due to the steric repulsions 

caused by the pseudoaxial 5-Me group across the cyclohexane ring. Return to the C15 lactone 
alleviates these repulsive interactions. 
 Due to the translational potential of these observations, we also investigated the relative 
rates of hydrolysis observed in mouse plasma. C5 methylation led to a doubling of the extrapolated 
half-life in plasma (Figure 3e), likely a mixture of reversible C11 hydrolysis26 and irreversible C15 
hydrolysis.13b No prior studies have identified PXN modifications that enhance metabolic stability.  
 LGIC selectivity. The structurally privileged 5-methyl series was assayed for binding to 
both GABAA receptors (rat cortex membrane preparations) and RDL (expressed in Xenopus 
oocytes) and compared directly to the parent PXN (C5-H) series. The parallel series of PXN and 
5MePXN analogs allowed us to interrogate the idea that dynamic retrosynthetic analysis enables 
the exploration of advantageous chemical space proximal to a natural product.  
 The PXN-series (Figure 5a) is plotted in descending order of rat cortex IC50 values and 
correlated with arrows to the corresponding 5Me-analogs. Hydrophobic substitution of C12/C13 
(-CH2-, -CH3) maintained potency, whereas polar substitution (-OH, -F) reduced potency and 
alkene hydrogenation lay somewhere in between. Among the more potent compounds, we found 
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Fig. 4. Relevant interactions with C5Me. Although C5Me 
clashes with the incoming MeO- nucleophile, the kinetically-
relevant effects appear to be diaxial interactions in high-energy 
twist-boat intermediates. 



   
 

   
 

that replacement of the C6 hydroxyl with fluoride had little effect on potency as did deoxygenation 
of the C8,9-epoxide. The least potent analogs included the natural product PTN and its 6F-analog, 
providing a series that spanned almost 3 orders of magnitude of potency.  
 C5-methylation had little effect on the pattern of relative potencies in the series, i.e. 
5MePXN recapitulated the SAR for GABAA receptor binding albeit at lower potency. More 
important, however, was the contrast between GABAA and RDL patterns: the 5MePXN series did 
not follow the same relative potencies of PXN analogs at the RDL receptor. Instead of mirroring 
the GABAAR potency trends, C5-methylation increased the RDL potency of 6F and 6F12FPXN, 
as well as 6FPTN, leading to a ≥200X selectivity index between vertebrate and invertebrate 
receptors and potency at RDL that slightly exceeded that of PXN itself. 6FPXN had been reported 
previously to lose channel blocking ability.25 Whereas the complex picrotoxane member 
picrodendrin O has shown high RDL affinity, its selectivity derives from a complex ring at C9 and 
leads to only a 76-fold selectivity index over GABAA.31 Its isolation yield of 400 ppb limits its 
potential.32 In contrast, selectivity in this 5MePXN series derives from simple core modifications 
and accompanies high scaffold stability. These are the first assays of PXN analogs generated by 
total synthesis24 and the only LGIC-selective PXN analogs reported to date.33 

Fig. 5. Experimental and computational analysis of LGIC binding and selectivity. a, Relative potencies of PXN 
(•) and 5MePXN (•) analogs at GABAAR ([3H]-TBOB). b, Relative potencies of PXN (•) and 5MePXN (•) analogs at 
RDL receptors measured by electrophysiology; c, Selectivity between vertebrate (GABAA) and invertebrate (RDL) 
receptors by PXN analogs: C5-methylated analogs are selective for invertebrate receptors. d, Pairwise identity matrix 
of GABA/RDL residues across species. e, Best binding poses of PXN (1) in R. norvegicus GABAA and D. 
melanogaster RDL, as predicted from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The binding free energy of 30 is 
predicted to be 1.8 ± 1.5 kcal/mol above that of 1 at GABAA. Orientation of the binding pocket is kept fixed to allow 
direct comparison of binding poses. f, Best binding poses of (30) in R. norvegicus GABAA and D. melanogaster RDL, 
as predicted from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.  
  
Computational binding models. To probe the basis for selectivity of 30 (6,12-difluoro-5-methyl-
PXN) for RDL and against GABAA we constructed in silico models using literature coordinates.34 
The helical region of human GABAA with picrotoxinin bound (PDB 6X40) was used as a template 



   
 

   
 

structure to build homology models of GABA in R. norvegicus and RDL in D. melanogaster. Two 
sequences of the β-unit in D. melanogaster RDL (NCBI AAA28559, UniProt P25123) were 
analyzed for similarity to the template structure. The NCBI sequence was used to build the RDL 
model due to greater homology with each chain of the template structure. Protein structures were 
prepared, and protonation issues were fixed using Structure Preparation in MOE (for a full 
description of computational modeling building and refinement, see the SI).  
 Refined models of GABAA identified a pose for PXN similar to the pose modeled to 
electron density of PXN within a GluCl-Fab-ivermectin crystal at 3.3 Å resolution,16 where the 
isopropenyl substituent is directed to the cytosolic exit (opposite to the pose ascribed to the electron 
density in a recent CryoEM structure of a full-length α1β3γ2L GABAA receptor with PXN bound 
at its pore).17 Similar to both structures, PXN is encircled between the 2' and 9' residues and the 
C11/C15 carbonyl oxygens accept hydrogen bonds from sidechain alcohols of S267 and T271 in 
the γ2 helix (Figure 6e, left). An additional interaction is observed between the PXN C6 alcohol 
and the sidechain of T256 in a nearby β2 helix. The latter interaction is observed in the fly RDL 
model, illuminating the similar potency of PXN in both organisms (Figure 6e, right).  
 In contrast, the lowest energy binding pose of 30 with the rat GABAA model rotates away 
from the S267/T271 hydrogen bond network to accommodate increased steric bulk (Figure 6f, 
left), leading to weaker binding (see SI). Given the narrow pore size of GABAA and the increase 
in overall volume of 30 (247 Å3 vs. 229 Å3), this decreased tolerance is not surprising. The fly 
RDL model, however, appears to accommodate the steric size of the C12 fluorine and C5 methyl. 
Additionally, the C11 carbonyl and C7,8 epoxide of 30 interact with the sidechain alcohol groups 
of S257 and T261, respectively. These interactions of 30, which are specific to the fly RDL model, 
help to explain the selectivity of 30 to D. melanogaster RDL compared to mammalian GABAA. 
The general tolerance of RDL to C5 methylation (Figure 6c) compared to GABAA suggests that 
other LGICs homologous to RDL may be similarly accommodating. 
  
 Despite its long history, picrotoxinin's instability, complexity, and toxicity have 
discouraged its use in optimization campaigns. Here we show that C5 methylation imparts 
stability, accessibility, and selectivity. This discovery came from the identification of 5MePXN as 
a target of convenience during recursive retrosynthetic analyses and synthetic studies toward PXN 
itself.14 We find that 5MePXN, in addition to being conveniently accessed, holds many attributes 
that surpass those of PXN, including higher complexity, which has been correlated to higher 
average selectivity among diverse proteins.35 In contrast to both traditional total synthesis and 
scaffold-hopping FOS, dynamic retrosynthesis alters the target during analysis, but maintains most 
physicochemical properties of the target itself. We hope this strategy will enable many natural 
products to be studied, improved, and leveraged against important targets. The 5MePXN series of 
"supernatural products"36 might be best brought to bear on infectious disease if the affinity towards 
GluCl receptors can be increased.16 This work is ongoing. 
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